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Introduction
The study of the electronic properties of noncrystalline semiconductor systems has been a frontier in condensed matter physics and materials science since the 1960s [1, 2] . Many of the tools developed by the solid state condensed matter community to describe and predict the electronic properties of semiconducting systems depend on the presence of long range order and the lack of strong electron correlation to define computationally tractable solutions to the equations of quantum mechanics. Despite the challenges associated with lack of long-range order on predicting the electronic properties of noncrystalline materials, much progress has been made to phenomenologically and qualitatively describe the basis of semiconducting properties of noncrystalline systems (e.g. amorphous solids and the liquid state).
However, the advances in the field over the past 50 years do not currently enable the determination of whether the liquid phase (i.e. the molten state) of a material will behave as a semiconductor. A correlation between certain features of the phase diagrams of systems that exhibit semiconductivity in the molten state has been discussed in the literature since the 1960s, and recent efforts to compile thermodynamic and electronic property data for those systems have confirmed the correlation [3] . However, no explanation for this correlation, nor any quantitative basis, has been proposed to enable the use of phase diagrams to predict the electronic properties of molten systems. We herein apply a quantitative theory connecting the electronic and thermodynamic properties of molten systems to substantiate this correlation. Fultz predicted that the study of the electronic entropy of high temperature systems would be valuable for the prediction of high temperature material properties [4] . In our previous work on molten semiconductors [5] , we discussed the various contributions to entropy and demonstrated a quantitative connection between the electronic state entropy * , the electronic properties of molten systems, and their total mixing entropy. We herein leverage this connection to show how electronic entropy is at the origin of the qualitative correlation reported in the prior art.
Properties of Molten Semiconductors
A description of molten semiconductors is available in reference [5] . These systems exhibit semiconducting properties in the molten state. Many sulfides, oxides, tellurides, selenides, and other systems behave as semiconductors in the molten state. These systems have been studied for over 50 years [1, 2] . However, there is as yet no model that provides reliable quantitative prediction of the electronic or thermodynamic properties of these systems, nor whether a system will behave as a semiconductor in the molten state.
As early as 1969 a correlation between certain features of phase diagrams of systems that exhibit solid state semiconductor compounds and molten semiconductivity was reported in the literature, as illustrated in Figure 1 [6] . * The reader is invited to consult reference 5 for a discussion on electronic entropy. Electronic entropy is comprised of configurational electronic entropy (the entropy associated with localized electrons) and the electronic state entropy (the entropy associated with the size of the accessible state space of electrons in the system). Electronic state entropy represents the contribution of delocalized electrons as they manifest in the density of states near the Fermi level. This entropy proves to be quantitatively related to electronic transport properties as shown in reference 5.
It was observed that systems that remain semiconductors (SC) in the molten state (SC to SC transition) tend to exhibit molten-phase miscibility gaps and congruent melting of a solid semiconductor compound. This has held true across dozens of systems that we have analyzed.
Explanations for this observation have historically been qualitative in nature [3, 6] . We hereafter analyze this observation within the framework of macroscopic thermodynamics and demonstrate that electronic entropy drives the above-mentioned features of the phase diagrams of molten semiconductors.
Connection Between Features of Phase Diagrams and Electronic Properties
The enthalpies and entropies of fusion of congruent melting compounds for some systems that exhibit semiconductor-to-semiconductor (SC-SC) and semiconductor-to-metal (SC-M) transitions at melting are shown in Figure 2 in a format analogous to that presented by Iida and Guthrie for elements [7] . The difference in enthalpies of fusion between systems that maintain semiconductivity and systems that metallize upon melting can be leveraged to predict whether a system will behave as a molten semiconductor. We begin by analyzing the condition of stability for the metallized or semiconductor state of molten systems.
The free energy of mixing (∆! !"# ) (see [5] for a reminder on mixing terms) determines the phase diagram of a system and is comprised of enthalpy (∆! !"# ) and entropy (∆! !"# ) terms:
We consider a binary mixture that has a congruent-melting solid-state semiconductor compound and ask whether the mixture at the composition of the compound will either retain its semiconducting properties (SC-SC transition, superscript SC) or metallize (SC-M, superscript M) upon melting. The system will behave as a molten semiconductor if its free energy in the molten semiconductor state (∆! !"# !" ) is lower than its free energy in the metallized state (∆! !"# ! ).
Consequently, determining whether a system will behave as a semiconductor in the molten state is equivalent to determining the validity of the inequality:
Breaking the free energy into its enthalpic and entropic components leads to:
Rearranging, we can derive a conclusion about the necessary magnitude of the entropy of mixing for a system to behave as a molten semiconductor:
We can understand each term in Eq. 4 as a change in entropy that occurs upon mixing.
The left hand term ∆! !"# !" , the entropy of mixing of the molten semiconductor state, describes the entropy associated with mixing of end members for the hypothetical molten semiconductor state of the system. The first term on the right hand side, ∆! !"# ! , the entropy of mixing of the metallized molten state, describes the entropy associated with mixing of end members for the hypothetical metallized molten state of the system. Both terms can include entropy associated with atomic disorder (configurational entropy), vibrational entropy, electronic entropy, and more.
The second term on the right hand side of Eq. 4 also has the dimension of entropy, representing the bonding energy due to the modification of the local ordering necessary for a semiconductorto-metal transition in the molten state. The enthalpy of mixing of both the hypothetical semiconductor and metallized state are negative. Since the reduction in the short-range order of the system upon metallization will lead to a reduction in the magnitude of the enthalpy, the following inequality holds:
i.e. the second term on the right side of Eq. 4 will always be negative.
Our previous work showed that electronic entropy of mixing comprises the majority of the total entropy of mixing for molten semiconductors [5] . Indeed, molten semiconductors have substantial short-range order, and consequently do not exhibit large configurational entropies of mixing. In addition, the vibrational component of the entropy of mixing has been shown to be minimal [5] . Consequently, the electronic entropy of mixing dominates the total entropy of mixing for these systems.
Thus, replacing the entropy of mixing of the semiconducting state (∆! !"# !" ) with the electronic entropy of mixing (∆! ! ) of the semiconducting state in Eq. 5 leads to:
Eq. 6 indicates that a system will behave as a molten semiconductor if the electronic entropy of mixing exceeds the entropy of mixing of the metallized state less the reduction in the magnitude of enthalpy associated with the loss of short-range order that would occur upon metallization.
The first term to the left of Eq. 6., ∆! !"# ! , is dominated by configurational entropy since systems metallized in the molten state have lower short-range order than their semiconductor counterparts. Consequently, the maximum entropy of mixing of a metallized state approximates the ideal entropy of mixing.
In this framework, electronic transitions for a melt will happen upon a specific redistribution of the bonding energy. Upon metallization, electronic entropy of mixing is reduced in favor of configurational entropy to satisfy the stability condition. For systems that undergo a semiconductor-to-semiconductor transition, this redistribution does not occur and the stability condition is satisfied by a retention of semiconducting properties, which maximizes, in particular, electronic entropy of mixing.
Historically, a thermodynamic stability analysis as performed above was limited due to the inability to predict or measure electronic entropy (∆! ! ) in Eq. 6. The connection proposed recently in reference 5 between empirically accessible electronic properties of a system and the electronic state entropy of mixing, reproduced herein as Eq. 7, now allows further analysis.
In Eq. 7, ! ! is the concentration of A, ! ! is the concentration of B, ! ! ! is the absolute electronic entropy of pure A, and ! ! ! is the absolute electronic entropy of pure B, and other parameters are empirical data on the conductivity (!), thermopower (!), and mobility (!) of the molten A-B mixture.
We test the stability condition of Eq. 6 to predict molten semiconductivity by analyzing the tellurium-thallium system. The phase diagram of the Te-Tl system is presented in Figure 3 .
A single congruent melting compound, TeTl 2, is exhibited, as well as a miscibility gap in the thallium-rich portion of the phase diagram.
The regions of the phase diagram shown in Figure 3 , and all further figures, describe the state of the molten phase at 770 K. Region 1 indicates the semiconducting molten phase.
Region 2 indicates a two-phase region. Region 3 indicates a metallized molten phase. Figure 4 shows the electronic entropy of mixing as predicted by Eq. 7 (∆! ! , solid) vs. the ideal entropy of mixing (∆! !"#$% , dashed) for the Tl-Te system at 770 K using the empirical conductivity (!), thermopower (!), and mobility (!) provided by Cutler [5, 11, 12] . For this system, the electronic entropy of mixing exceeds the ideal configurational entropy of mixing in the region of the miscibility gap (region 2). Consequently, and surprisingly without a full description of the enthalpy of mixing, Eq. 6 shows that the high electronic entropy of mixing in the immiscible state drives the thermodynamics of the system such that immiscibility (and molten semiconductivity) is energetically preferred over the unsegregated metallized state. Of particular note is that this electronic entropy of mixing itself allows the delimitation of the range of immiscibility present in the system, as the electronic entropy of mixing in the shaded region is a tie-line between the entropy of mixing of the two segregated phases.
Leveraging empirical data for the enthalpy of mixing of the Te-Tl system and the modified Richard's rule discussed above, we can further approximate the right hand side of Eq. 6 as a function of composition for the Te-Tl system. To simplify the analysis we will define the right hand side of Eq. 6 as !:
As derived in the Appendix, the difference in enthalpies of fusion of the molten semiconductor and the metallized molten state at a given temperature can be estimated from the data presented in Figure 2 . Because the thermodynamics of the end-members (Te and Tl) and the solid-state compound (TeTl 2 ) have no influence on the evaluation of Eq. 8 (i.e. are the same whether a system undergo a SC-SC or SC-M transition), the difference in enthalpies of mixing at the compound composition for the molten state translates into a difference in enthalpy of fusion (Eq. 9). Eq. 9 holds explicitly true at the melting temperature, but is approximately true for temperatures near melting (the contributions of differing heat capacities of the molten semiconductor and molten metallized states are minor compared to the difference in enthalpy of fusion).
Leveraging Eq. 9 and approximating ∆! !"# ! as the ideal entropy of mixing (∆! !"#$% ) we can further define ! as:
The enthalpy of fusion data (∆! ! !" , ∆! ! ! ) are predicted by the line of best fit from Figure   2 (analogous to Richard's rule), and Figure 5 compares the variation of the electronic entropy of mixing of the semiconducting state (∆! ! , solid) with ! (dashed).
It can be clearly seen that ∆! ! exceeds ! for the entirety of the composition range with the exception of the thallium-rich portion of the phase diagram (region 3). Comparing to the phase diagram, we note that the region of Figure 5 where Eq. 6 is satisfied (region 1) corresponds to a semiconducting molten phase while the region of Figure 5 where Eq. 6 is not satisfied (region 3) corresponds to the molten metallic phase (as validated by empirical measurements of the electronic properties by Cutler [12] ) on the thallium-rich side of the miscibility gap.
We can broadly understand the presence of a molten semiconductor phase as a consequence of the high electronic entropy of mixing of a melt inherited from the strong shortrange order necessary for semiconducting properties. The electronic entropy of mixing, combined with the negative enthalpies of mixing associated with retention of short-range order, lowers the free energy of the system and renders the semiconducting state more energetically favorable than a disordered, and consequently low electronic entropy of mixing, metallized system.
The key features of the phase diagrams shown in Figure 1 and their link to the electronic behavior of the molten phase can be explained through this lens. The presence of a congruent melting semiconductor compound allows for a relative continuity of short-range order (and hence electronic properties and the electronic entropy of mixing) across the liquidus.
Immiscibility is present in systems exhibiting molten semiconductivity (SC-SC) due to the energetic stability of the ordered, high electronic state entropy of mixing in the vicinity of the composition of the congruent melting compound. Conversely, for systems that metallize upon melting (SC-M), the stability condition favors configurational disorder, and consequently a continuous and homogenous phase region is possible across the entire range of composition.
More generally, Eq. 6 provides an estimate of the minimum electronic entropy required to achieve a molten semiconductor state. Through the model shared by Rinzler and Allanore this correspondingly bounds the electronic properties (thermopower, electronic conductivity, and mobility) of molten semiconductor systems for a given set of end member elements.
Conclusion
Thanks to the use of the recently proposed quantification of electronic state entropy of the molten state, the thermodynamic origin of a correlation between certain features of phase diagrams and the electronic properties of molten semiconductor systems has been proposed. It is found that being able to quantify electronic state entropy allows the definition of conditions for miscibility in the molten state, which in turns enables the evaluation of the range of electronic properties that this state can exhibit. Electronic state entropy is also shown to be pertinent in explaining the deviation from Richard's rule for certain systems, and is therefore put forth as an important thermodynamic function for understanding solid-liquid phase transitions.
and we can thus equate the difference in enthalpies of fusion to the difference in enthalpies of mixing:
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